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Ludwig narziß Award for 
Brewing science

Brief summary of the Ludwig narziß award for Brewing science

Objective:  This prize will be awarded to that Brewingscience publication in which the results are particularly relevant  
for application in the brewing industry (very broadly also including malting topics, hop processing, packaging…).

candidates: All publications printed in a Brewingscience year’s issues/yearbooks.

Organisation: Donation management:  weihenstephan Jubilee Foundation 1905 in the Association of  weihenstephan Alumni of the  
Department of Brewing. Assessment process: Fachverlag Hans carl, nuremberg

Jury:  The scientific papers are generally sent to three peer reviewers, experts in their fields. They are the ones most familiar with the  
specific topic (The group of experts of Brewingscience can be viewed at www.brewingscience.de/index.php?tpl=experts).

appraisal: Appraisal will be done in the context of an assessment procedure based on a score system from 0 (low prospect of implementa-
tion in breweries) to 5 (highest relevance for brewers) in terms of importance for practical purposes and practicability. Based thereon, an 
average score will be calculated that establishes the ranking. Only the author of the paper with the highest score will be announced.

advisory board: An advisory board, to be appointed, will decide on how to proceed in the case of a draw or contentious issues arising.

Prize money:  The price is endowed with 2500 eUr

Financing: Prize money will be financed from donations. everyone interested can contribute.

award ceremony:  The prize will be presented by Prof. Ludwig narziß during BrauBeviale 2020 (12. 11. 2020, Forum hall 1, 12:10). 

Bank details of the  weihenstephan Jubilee Foundation: Hypovereinsbank, iBAn: De14 7002 1180 0004 170 628, Bic: HYVeDeMM418,  
reference: Ludwig narziß Award for Brewing science, (Upon request, we will issue a tax deductible receipt)

The Ludwig-Narziß-Award will be bestowed for the 6th time. The event will take place on Thursday,  

12 November 2020, at the BrauBeviale trade fair 2020.  Onceagain, the award’s eponym, Prof. Ludwig Narziß, 

will not miss the chance to bestow it in person. Everyone interested is invited to attend the award ceremony.

The Ludwig Narziß Award for brewing sci-
ence is designed to recognize one Brewing-
Science publication in which the results are 
particularly relevant for application in the 
brewing industry. All articles which appear 
in the online journal BrewingScience or the 
yearbook within one publication year are 
considered as entries.
The most important criterion is the transfer 
of  science to brewing. The candidates for the 
Ludwig Narziß Award (the published articles) 
can stem from all areas of  brewing practice, 
thus including malting, hop processing, 
packaging, etc.

The Jury

The submissions are revised and scored 
regarding their scientific soundness and  
practical relevance by an international jury, 
composed of  more than 50 experts from all 
relevant fields. This evaluation process is 
carried out anonymously both regarding  
authors and experts in order to guarantee  
the highest possible neutrality.

The award ceremony

The Ludwig Narziß Award will be bestowed 
by its eponym Prof. Ludwig Narziß personally 
as well as by Dr. Jörg Lehmann, Chairperson 
of  “Verband ehemaliger Weihenstephaner 
der Brauerabteilung e.V. (VeW)” and Dr.  
Lydia Junkersfeld, editor-in-chief  of  Brewing-
Science, all being organisers of  the Ludwig 
Narziß Award.

Previous award winners

Ludwig Narziß Award 2019
Peter Michael Bandelt Riess, Jörg Engstle and 
Petra Först: “Characterizing the Filtration Be-
havior of  Hop Particles for Efficient Dry Hop-
ping Methods” (https://doi.org/10.23763/
BrSc18-16bandelt).
Ludwig Narziß Award 2018
Robert Riedl, Paula Goderbauer, Fritz Jacob, 
Mathias Hutzler and Andreas Brandl: “Ba-
varian Wheat Beer, an Example of  a Special 
Microbe Habitat Cultivation, Detection, Bio-
film Formation, Characterization of  Selected 

Lactic Acid Bacteria Hygiene Indicators and 
Spoilers”; BrewingScience, 70 (January/
February 2017), pp. 39-50 (https://doi.
org/10.23763/BrSc17-04riedl).
Ludwig Narziß Award 2017
Philip C. Wietstock, Thomas Kunz und  
Frank-Jürgen Methner: “Influence of  Hop-
ping Technology on Oxidative Stability and 
Staling-Related Carbonyls in Pale Lager  
Beer” (https://doi.org/10.23763/BrSc16-
12wietstock).
Ludwig Narziß Award 2016
Konrad Müller-Auffermann, Alirio Caldera, 
Fritz Jacob and Mathias Hutzler: “Charac-
terization of  Different Bottom Fermenting 
saccharomyces pastorianus Brewing Yeast 
Strains“ (https://doi.org/10.23763/Br-
Sc15-01mueller-auffermann).

More previous award winners at our website 
www.brewingscience.de - “Ludwig Nar-
ziß Award”
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Bank details of the  weihenstephan  
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iBAn: De14 7002 1180 0004 170 628
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reference: Ludwig narziß Award for 
Brewing science
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